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Seeking Margaret Baker: Identifying the Author of Three Manuscript Receipt
Books
Abstract
This paper uses recipe contributors named in three early modern manuscript receipt books (Sloane MS
2485, Sloane MS 2486 and Folger V.a 619) to identify the author as Margaret Baker, daughter of Richard
Baker the Chronicler (c.1568-1645) and Margaret Mainwaring (died c.1652). A familial connection is also
made to Wellcome MS 212. The Margaret Baker example is used to argue for the necessity of identifying
a broader range of receipt, or recipe, book writers in order to understand the spatial and temporal
distribution of recipe book production, and their social context. In the case of Margaret Baker, additional
information about her family background, marital status and age at the time of writing the books both
shed light on the recipes included in the book, and raise new questions about her culinary and medical
practices.
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Connor: Seeking Margaret Baker

Three seventeenth-century recipe books1 regularly referred to in academic and
popular histories have long been attributed to a single woman called Margaret
Baker, but the identity of Margaret Baker has remained unknown (Evans;
Green; Leong, Recipes and Everyday Knowledge; Snook). This article uses
detailed genealogical research based on the family members mentioned in
these three recipe books to identify Margaret Baker as the daughter of Sir
Richard Baker “the Chronicler” and Margaret Mainwaring. Even in the near
absence of other documentation about her life, by combining paleographical,
genealogical, textual, and historical research it is possible to offer glimpses
into Margaret Baker’s life, including her interest in medical practice, her
social relations, and her practices of recipe collection.
Hundreds, perhaps thousands, of early modern manuscript recipe books are
held in libraries, archives, and private collections around the world. These
books contain unpublished collections of culinary, medical, and household
recipes which people copied from published books and gathered from their
friends and family, or from celebrities and medical professionals. Although
historically undervalued, they have come to be recognized as crucial sources
for the study of early modern female literacy, social networks, medical
practice, scientific studies and experimentation, and consumption.2 Rather
than writing separate and purely domestic histories, it has become increasingly
clear that recipe books are also an integral part of national and global histories
of colonization, knowledge production, and power relations.
This research is facilitated by the recent movement to digitize recipe
collections and by crowdsourcing efforts to make recipe books searchable.
Historically, the study of recipe books has been stymied by their physical
distribution in archives worldwide, inconsistent cataloguing, and the oftenlimited information available about their provenance. A few recipe books have
become relatively well-known through association with famous individuals or
modern publication of edited volumes including Martha Washington’s Booke
of Cookery (Hess), The Boyle Family Cookbook (DiMeo), and Lady
Fanshawe’s Receipt Book (Moore), but the great majority remain
understudied. Even when books contain names and dates, it can be a
challenging task to identify the compiler(s). The presence of noble titles can
simplify the process of identification but recipes were collected by people
from a range of social backgrounds (May and Marotti 5–6; Wall 396). Since
manuscript collections from the wealthiest families are particularly likely to
have survived, it is likely that they are disproportionately represented in
modern scholarship of recipe books (Ezell 40; May and Marotti 6). The new
availability of digitised manuscripts and of online genealogical databases
enables us to expand the scale of research on recipe books, and to try to
identify the women mentioned in a wider range of manuscript cookbooks.
Ultimately identifying more contextual information about the dates of recipe
book production and the location, age and status of compilers will enable
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quantitative analysis of the books as a corpus and comparison between regions
and over time.
With approximately four hundred recipes per book, the three Baker volumes
contain a remarkably large corpus of culinary, medical, and household recipes
collected over a number of decades. Taken together, they represent an
excellent example of the production of manuscript recipe books outside the
sphere of the nobility. This paper uses this example as a case study for the
process of identifying one woman from her recipe books and explores how
information about her life and her books fit into the broader picture of social
networks and recipe transmission. A single case study cannot address the
disproportionate focus on noblewomen in recipe book compilation in its
entirety, but each individual study adds to a more holistic understanding of the
context of recipe book production. In the long term, each provides data for
comparative studies which will enrich interpretations about the spatial and
temporal distribution of recipe book writing, as well as trends in the use of
ingredients and techniques, and insights into the social circumstances of recipe
book compilation.
Margaret Baker’s recipe books
Three recipe books are attributed to Margaret Baker, two in the British Library
(Sloane MS 2485 and Sloane MS 2486) and the third in the Folger
Shakespeare Library (V.a.619). Unlike many other contemporary recipe
books, which were produced by a number of women or family members over
several generations (Leong, “Collecting Knowledge”), these appear to have
been compiled by one woman with only one leaf of later additions.
While most of the recipes are a standard seventeenth-century mixture of
culinary, medical, household and veterinary recipes, a crowdsourced
transcription of V.a.619 through Zooniverse and in undergraduate courses
taught by members of the Early Modern Recipes Online Collective (EMROC)
drew attention to some unusual elements of the books (“The Baker Project”).
These elements include use of the ÿ, which one transcriber suggested may be a
Dutch influence; a potentially very early example of the popular Lucatelli’s
balsam which is found in nearly all contemporary cookbooks; and a recipe for
The Confect of Coriander Seed from a Latin edition by Tobias Dornkrell ab
Eberhertz. In addition, Baker includes extracts from medical texts which
describe first-hand experience of experiments on goats and witnessing
hundreds of human dissections. She also actively summarizes treatises on
mental illness and showed an interest in Paracelsian medicine and alchemy.
These examples raise a number of questions about Margaret Baker and her
life: Did she have continental connections? How did she have access to all of
these medical texts? Could she read Latin? Was she personally involved in
medical and alchemical experimentation?
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Provenance
Both MS 2485 and MS 2486 are part of the Sloane manuscript collection in
the British Library, collected by the physician Sir Hans Sloane. The first page
of Sloane MS 2485 has the date 27th December 1672, and this fits well with
the dates for the other manuscripts: MS Sloane 2486 is signed and dated to
1650, while V.a.619 was probably completed after 1675 because it includes
recipes from a cookbook published in that year.3
Ownership of MS 2486 and V.a.619 has been attributed to Margaret Baker on
the basis of her signatures on fol. 69v and the front endleaf respectively. While
MS 2485 has not been signed, it has been associated with Margaret Baker
since at least 1904 when the two were catalogued as “Baker (Margaret).
Collection of receipts, 1650, 1672. 2485; 2486” (Scott 36). This is supported
by an examination of the handwriting across the three manuscripts, which
suggests that except for the three recipes on fol. 1v in MS 2486 the recipes
were written by the same person.
Overall, the writing is a slightly right-leaning, non-cursive italic hand but it
retains certain elements of the older secretary hand. These include use of the
long s, most often in the initial position although usage is inconsistent, and
occasional use of the epsilon e. Many of the majuscule letters are distinctive
and reasonably consistent across the manuscripts. The T is one of the most
obvious, because so many of the recipes begin with “To make ….” The
vertical stroke is often curved like an s while the arm of the T is long and
diagonal, beginning with a small swash or curlicue then sloping up to the right
while the majuscule C has a small hook at the top (Fig. 1.).
In all three manuscripts Baker also uses some idiosyncratic brevigraphs,
including unusual ampersands that have a swash followed by a forwards or
backwards 3 (visible in the recipe ‘To make Surrupe of vinegere’ in Fig. 1).
Quantities of ingredients are often surrounded by colons, e.g., “take :12:
yolkes of egges” (Sloane MS 2465 fol. 2r), while semi-colons are used
extensively in place of commas and full-stops. Conversely, one of the most
distinctive features of Baker’s writing, the ÿ (Fig. 1), is not found in MS 2485
at all. This character is used extensively in MS 2486 and sporadically in
V.a.619 but not in MS 2485. In spite of this anomaly, it seems clear that the
majority of recipes in the manuscripts were written by the same hand. The
exceptions are the recipes on fol. 1v in MS 2486 which are in an entirely
different cursive hand and probably a later addition.
The presence of Margaret Baker’s name and a single hand does not
automatically mean that the hand was in fact Baker’s. It was not uncommon
for an amanuensis to produce a clean or presentation copy of a reciept book, or
part thereof, as in the case of Lady Anne Fanshawe or Sarah Wigges (Archer;
Moore). In both those examples, however, there is a clear distinction between
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the neat script of the scribe and the hand of the female owners who made
annotations and added more recipes at a later date. In the Baker books, by
contrast, the handwriting of the marginalia is consistent with recipe entries as
well as the dated inscription in MS 2485 and the two signatures. Given the
similarity of the handwriting across these features, and the more than two
decade period during which the books appear to have been produced, it seems
more likely that Baker wrote the books herself rather than employing someone
else to write them.

Fig. 1. Folger V.a.619 fol. 55v showing Baker's handwriting with a number of distinctive
features including the ÿ. Used by permission of the Folger Shakespeare Library under a
Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.
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Who was Margaret Baker?
Whilst the handwriting shows that one person wrote all three recipe books, it
is the named recipe contributors that help to identify Margaret Baker. Just like
today, when we might copy a recipe for Grandma’s chocolate cake or Steve’s
spaghetti, people in the past exchanged recipes and sometimes recorded their
sources. In Margaret Baker’s case, there are nearly one hundred individuals
named as sources for recipes, most of which probably indicate personal
relationships.
Previous research for the Perdita database (an online database which records
primary sources written by women between 1500 and 1700), suggested that
the key to discovering Margaret Baker’s identity would be her cousin Lettice
or Laetitia Corbett who provided two hundred and seventy-three medical
recipes comprising the second half of MS 2486 (“Perdita Woman: Margaret
Baker”). Also mentioned in the manuscripts is a Mrs. Al. Knollys, and the
Perdita database suggested that the link between the families was Lettice
Knollys who married John Corbett by 1645. The claim that Lettice Corbett
was related to Margaret was further strengthened by her will which refers to a
debt to the “Nephew to my uncle Baker” (Will of Dame Lettice Corbett).
Lettice or Letitia Knollys (Fig. 2.) was the eldest daughter of Sir Robert
Knollys and Joan Wolstenholme, and she married Sir John Corbett in 1640
(Cokayne 33; Wooton et al. 132; “England, Select Marriages, 1538-1973”).
Sir John was the eldest son of Sir John Corbett of Adderley and Anne
Mainwaring, daughter of Sir George Mainwaring of Ightfield, Shropshire
(Cokayne 33; Corbet 354–55). Lady Anne Corbett, Lettice’s mother-in-law, is
referred to repeatedly in the cookbooks, including as “My Aunt Corbett,” “My
Lady Anne Corbett” and “My Lady Corbett.”
Lady Anne’s sister, Margaret Mainwaring, married Sir Richard Baker “the
Chronicler.”4 Sir Richard Baker was a Member of Parliament and High Sheriff
for Oxfordshire, but is best known as a historian and writer of religious books
which he produced while in debtor’s prison. He and Margaret had seven
children: Thomas, Mainwaring, Anne, Margaret, Frances, Cecilia and Arthur
(Baker xiv; Will of Dame Margarett).
It is Sir Richard’s daughter, Margaret Baker, that I argue is the compiler of the
three recipe books. This argument is strengthened by additional evidence from
within the manuscripts. Margaret refers to “My Sister Smith” in V.a.619 fol.
126r, and one of Richard Baker’s daughters married “one Smith of Paternoster-row” (Wood and Bliss 151). This daughter, Frances, is named in her
mother’s will as the wife of Robert Smith (Will of Dame Margarett). Another
daughter, Anne, married “Bury a seedsman, living at the Frying-pan in
Newgate-Market in Lond.” (Wood and Bliss 147). “My Cousen Anne Bury” is
mentioned in MS 2485 fol. 9v and “My Cosen Elizabeth Bury” is named in
V.a.619 on fol. 103v and fol. 104r; these are probably relatives of Margaret’s
brother-in-law.
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Fig. 2. Margaret Baker's family tree. Names in bold are found in the recipe books.

Expanding upon this research, we can identify a number of the other cousins
named in the recipe books: “Mrs. Elizabette Corbett” is probably Elizabeth
Church who married Margaret’s cousin Vincent Corbett (“London and Surrey
Marriage Bonds”). “Ranold Corbett” is Reynold Corbett, Vincent’s brother
(Corbet 354). “My Cousen Staffords” may be Margaret Corbett, another
sibling, who married William Stafford (Watson and Henning). “Fanne
Morrise” is likely to refer to Francis Corbett, who married David Maurice or
Morris in 1655, or it could be one of his relatives (Corbet 354; Cambrian
Archaeological Association). In all, six of the fourteen named family members
(Table 1) have been identified so far, while the relationship of the two Bury
cousins can be inferred from the surname. An additional five contributors—
Lady Paget, Fanne Morrise, Katherine Hinne, Mrs. Al Knollys, and Alice
Williford—can be linked to Margaret Baker and her family, despite not being
explicitly listed as family members.
As for Margaret herself, she was probably born in the late sixteenth or early
seventeenth century. No baptism date has yet been found for her, but her
brother Mainwaring was baptized in 1603, and her sister Anne in 1607
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(“Essex, Select Church of England Parish Registers; “London, Church of
England Baptisms”). Both her parents came from families that had once been
very powerful but were now somewhat in decline. Richard’s grandfather, Sir
John Baker (c. 1489-1558), was an active Parliamentarian, Speaker of the
House of Commons, Privy Councillor and Chancellor of the Exchequer under
three successive monarchs (Miller). Margaret Mainwaring, meanwhile, was
descended from the More family of Loseley.
Richard was well-educated and had travelled to continental Europe. Shortly
after his marriage to Margaret, he was knighted by James I and, following the
death of his father in 1605, he inherited the property of Middle Aston in
Oxfordshire as well as Beerleigh in Hampshire, Read Court and Vange in
Essex, and possibly Uckington and Stoke Orchard in Gloucestershire. In the
following fifteen years, Richard also acquired Nethercote in Oxfordshire,
Chandos in Gloucestershire, and Quoisley in Chester. He served as a Justice of
the Peace for Middlesex and as Sheriff of Oxfordshire in 1620/1 (Martin).
By 1625, however, Richard had become heavily indebted and Middle Aston
was seized (Bruce, “Charles I - Volume 120”) beginning a period of intense
litigation and borrowing. Between 1625 and 1630 he borrowed nearly £17,000
from his distant cousin by marriage Lord Bayning, mortgaging his remaining
properties as surety or selling them off (Account and Statement of
Sir Richard Baker). It was not enough to stave off financial disaster. By 1635
he was a debtor in Fleet Street Prison where he would spend the rest of his life
(Brownley 482; Wood and Bliss 146–47).
The effect on his family must also have been calamitous. Property belonging
to his sons Sir Thomas Baker and Arthur Baker came under threat, and by
1631 they had paid £12,000-13,000 for their father’s debts (Bruce, “Charles I Volume 204”). The brothers had to request protection from the crown over the
debts in 1630 and twice in 1631, once sending Thomas’ wife to plead on their
behalf (Bruce, “Charles I - Volume 204”; “Charles I - Volume 210:”).
Margaret’s mother Margaret was also involved, borrowing £200 from a distant
cousin, Lady Dorchester (Dame Margaret Baker).5 This is the only known
document with Margaret Mainwaring’s signature, which is almost identical to
her daughter’s signatures in the recipe books.
Margaret Baker and her sources
It is clear that Margaret Baker was literate and well-educated. Her father’s
success as a historian and writer provides some context for her education; he
published more than ten books, many of which were reprinted in multiple
editions. His most famous work, The Chronicle of the Kings of England,
published in 1643 went through eleven editions, and was published in Dutch
and as an abridged version (Brownley 481). Although Baker was never taken
very seriously by scholars, his work was intensely popular with the reading
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public for whom it remained the only general history of England available
until the eighteenth century, even becoming an object of satire as the favorite
book of uneducated country squires (Brownley 486–87; Dickie 187; Lee).
Thomas Fuller explained that Richard “spent his youth in Learning” and given
that he had been educated at Oxford and in London and had travelled across
Europe, it seems fair to suggest that he provided a cultured and literary milieu
for his daughter to grow up in (Fuller and Nichols 232; Martin).
The results of this experience can be seen in the manuscript books that
Margaret left. Perhaps the most interesting example is the recipe for “the
confect: of coriander seede” (V.a.619 fol.15v-16r). This recipe is a translated
version of ‘Confectum Seminis Coriandri’ from Dispensatorium Novuum by
the German doctor Tobias Dornkrell ab Eberhertz (Cuboctahedron). The book
was first published in 1600 in Latin, and the use of the Latin version of
Dornkrell’s name led transcribers to suggest that Margaret could read Latin
(EMROC). Certainly one of her well-educated family members could have
translated it for her.
Research by member of EMROC has identified a number of other sources for
V.a.619 including Leonardo Fioravanti’s An Exact Collection of the Choicest
and most Rare Experiments and Secrets in Physick and Chyrugery (1659) and
Andrew Boorde’s Breviary of Health (first edition 1547). They note that the
extracts from Boorde were not simply copied but instead excerpts were chosen
from at least three different chapters across two volumes, then recombined
into a single entry dealing with mental illness and religion. In addition,
EMROC identified extracts from an unidentified alchemical text (V.a.619 fol.
133v) which used female pronouns and suggested that this might demonstrate
Margaret imagining herself in the role of the alchemist. Further research by
Margaret Maurer shows that this excerpt was taken from the conclusion of The
practise of chymicall, and hermeticall physicke, for the preseruation of health
by Joseph Du Chesne, which was first published in English translation in
1605.6 While the female pronouns are in the original text (with alchemy
personified as the “inventer and schoolmistresse of distillation”) the selection
of these texts indicates that Margaret was interested in, and avidly followed,
developments in medicine and alchemy. In particular, the inclusion of
Paracelsian medical theory and recipes reveals the gradual adoption of
chemical therapies in household medicine, alongside the more traditional
Galenic approach.
More examples of the circulation of medical knowledge can be found in MS
2485, which contains a number of recipes copied from printed sources. There
are two recipes for tobacco in the manuscript; the first is “To perfume
tobaccoe which is pleasant to take” (fol. 66v), and the second is an “Oyntment
of Tobacco” (fol. 37r), which cures everything from bee stings to wounds
from poisoned arrows. The recipe for scented tobacco is extremely similar to
one which was published from Sir Kenelm Digby’s collection by his steward
George Hartman in 1682 (Hartman 348). This date is significantly later than
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the initial date of 1672 for MS 2485 and should perhaps encourage reevaluation of the date of the manuscript, although it is not impossible that
Margaret had access to a version of this recipe through her social networks
prior to Digby’s death in 1665, or to Hartman’s later publication of the recipe.
At the very least, this is a reminder of the accretive nature of recipe books,
which were added to over decades, if not generations.
The second tobacco recipe is also almost certainly from a published source
because a nearly identical version of the recipe appears in Jane Randolph’s
cookery book and the comment that the ointment will cure wounds from
poisoned arrows is unlikely to be from Margaret’s personal experience.7 This
recipe appears in nineteenth- century copies of Nicholas Culpeper’s The
English Physitian (1653) which was reprinted as The Complete Herbal but
since it does not appear in the original version it is unclear where it came from
(Culpeper 360).
Another recipe, for “perfumes to burne” appears to be taken from a recipe for
“Rose Pastils to Burn” from a different book also printed by George Hartman
using Digby’s recipes (Digby and Hartman 143). The recipes “To make
washin balls” and “A sweet pouder for bags” come from a reprint of Gervase
Markham’s best-selling Countrey Contentments or the English Huswife (148;
140). Others come from The Secrets of Alexis (from an edition later than
1615), John Murrell’s A Daily Exercise for Ladies and Gentlewomen (first
published 1617), and Hugh Plat’s Delights for Ladies (first published 1602).
The range of topics covered by the books—which on a single two-page spread
can have instructions to stop puppies from growing alongside recipes for
summer custards, mushrooms on toast and a cream for burns (V.a.619 fol.42v43r)—speak to the range of skills that a seventeenth-century woman was
required to have. Many of the recipes are marked by small crosses showing
that they have been tried, while comments and amendments point to an
ongoing process of trials and improvements. In one series of four consecutive
recipes for cakes, for example, someone has added an approving comment “I
find this right” to one of them (MS 2485 fol. 7r). On the other hand, recipes
could also be excised as was the case for two recipes by Mris. Atkins the
elder. One recipe for a poultice and another for Lucatelli’s balsam have been
very thoroughly crossed out (V.a.619 fol. 115).
These marks of use raise the question of whether Margaret Baker was using
these recipes, or whether the instructions were passed on to servants to
perform the actual labor. Amanda Herbert’s study of female alliances makes
clear that female domestic labor during the early modern period was highly
collaborative; even elite women worked alongside their servants. Highly
skilled processes and work with expensive ingredients were an essential part
of a high-status women’s work. This might include the production of
confectionary products, preservation of fresh produce, and distillation
(Pennell, “Perfecting Practice?” 239), all of which are well-represented in the
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recipes in Margret Baker’s books. Daily food preparation, on the other hand,
was probably the domain of paid servants. The recipes in these books make
apparent the enormous task that running, feeding, and caring for an early
modern household must have been, and draw attention to the many hands
responsible for raising and sourcing ingredients, cleaning equipment,
preparing meals, and managing stores of preserved supplies.
Social networks of exchange
The processes of recipe transmission, and extent of the networks that Margaret
was drawing on, come into clearer focus when two other documents are
considered. The first is another recipe book, Wellcome MS 212, which is a
mid-seventeenth century recipe book attributed to Arthur Corbett (Moorat
136). Arthur Corbett’s name is written at the bottom of fol. 8r, however
written on the front cover is “Alice Corbett her booke.” On fol. 19r there is a
recipe for ‘To make a dyet drinke for the Liuer By Dor Smith for
Lettis:Corbett’ which connects this book to Lettice Knollys Corbett.
Lettice’s husband John Corbett had a brother Arthur and a sister Alice (Will of
Dame Anne Corbett; Corbet 354). While it has been assumed that Alice and
Arthur were husband and wife, and that Alice signed her husband Arthur’s
commonplace book, this certainly doesn’t have to be the case (Ambrosoli
265). It is not known if Arthur ever married, although it remains possible that
he had a wife named Alice. Alternatively, he may have been the amanuensis
for his sister Alice or simply signed her book. As Leong notes, while recipe
books are important sources for understanding female relationships, men also
contributed recipes, copied and transcribed recipes, and indeed collected
recipes in books of their own (Leong, “Collecting Knowledge”).
However Alice and Arthur were related to each other, it is evident that they
were connected to the Corbett family and particularly to Lettice Knollys
Corbett. They were also connected, by extension, to Margaret Baker. Nowhere
is this clearer than in the identical table of apothecaries’ measures that has
been copied into the Corbett recipe book (fol. 7r, Fig. 3.) as well as Baker’s
MS 2486 (fol. 10v, Fig. 4.) and V.a.619 (fol. 133r, Fig. 5.). Margaret Baker
copied this table from her cousin Lettice’s recipe collection, and it is likely
that one of the Corbetts did the same. Lettice, in turn, probably took the table
from The Method of Physick by Phillip Barrough.
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Fig. 3. Wellcome MS
212 fol. 7r showing a
table of apothecaries’
measures. Used by
permission of the
Wellcome Library
under a Creative
Commons Attribution
4.0 International
License

Fig. 4. The same table
of apothecaries’
measures is present in
MS 2486. Note the
same title (‘The Usuall
Waights with Their
Figures’) and the same
text linking the two
columns (‘hath this
note’). © British
Library Board, Sloane
MS 2486 fol. 10v.
Reproduced with

permission.
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Fig. 5. Folger
V.a.619 fol. 133r.
Another very similar
table of
apothecaries’
measures in another
of Baker’s
manuscripts. Used
by permission of the
Folger Shakespeare
Library under a
Creative Commons
AttributionShareAlike 4.0
International
License.

That recipes were copied amongst networks is certainly not a new observation.
Leong discusses the ways in which daughters and other relatives might copy a
set of ‘starter’ recipes to get their collection going, often in preparation for
married life (“Collecting Knowledge”). Pennell argues that this collection of
knowledge could represent a non-monetary dowry, or evidence of the valuable
expertise that a young woman would bring to the marriage (“Perfecting
Practice?” 241). Recipe books were important arenas of socialization for girls,
who learnt and reproduced the skills that they would require in the future:
literacy, household management, the preparation and use of medicines for both
people and animals, gardening and herbal knowledge, menu planning, food
preservation and cooking.
This reading of recipe books assumes that women were collecting recipes
either in preparation for, or in the course of, their roles as wives, mothers and
estate-managers. In the case of Margaret Baker, however, it seems unlikely
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that she married or had children, and perhaps never had an estate of her own to
run. When her mother wrote her will in 1651, Margaret was middle-aged and
still unmarried (Will of Dame Margarett). What then do we make of the
recipes for treating childhood ailments, and pregnant mothers, or of
instructions for preservation of food at an estate-wide scale? Were they
collected as a young woman, who expected to get married and have children
of her own, but compiled into books in later life? Or do they speak to the role
she carved out as a single woman in her wider community as a healer, cook
and household manager? Either way, the recipe books reflect the ways that
Baker, even as an unmarried woman, remained deeply embedded in networks
of exchange.
The exchange of information and “the circulation of recipes between mothers,
sisters and daughters, friends and neighbors of all ranks, and on occasion …
between practitioners and patients” helped to cement relationships of all kinds
and can also be seen as a form of gift exchange (Pennell, “Perfecting
Practice?” 242, 251–52). One particular way in which this worked was helping
to integrate women who married into a family into networks of exchange; the
marriage opened new networks for both her birth family and for her family by
marriage. In this case, Lettice Knollys’ marriage to John Corbett provides his
extended family with access to recipes from Lettice’s relatives, including Lady
Paget, Lord Ro. Rich, and Mrs. Knollys, and vice versa. While recipe books
can only testify to the exchange of the recipes themselves, it is interesting to
wonder what social, economic, and political relationships may have been
strengthened by or even contingent upon the reciprocity implied by a recipe
exchange.
Margaret mentions at least eighty-nine people who contributed recipes, or to
whom a recipe is attributed (Table 1), spanning a wide range of social classes
from Thomas the butler to Lady Northumberland. About thirty-three were
members of Margaret’s extended family, thirteen were medical professionals,
two were probably staff and there are a few whose relationship cannot be
ascertained. Eight have noble titles which cannot immediately be linked to the
Baker family, some may have been known by or related to the Bakers or
Corbetts, but others were probably included for their celebrity cachet. Recipes
attributed to Sir Walter Raleigh, for example, were exceedingly popular by
this time and circulated widely. However, the majority of the names (sixtytwo) are probably friends and acquaintances. The presence of multiple
generations of the same family, such as Mris. Moore the elder and Mris.
Moore the younger, as well as the repetition of names like Hanna Canfeld and
Rebacca Matthews speak to ongoing, inter-generational community
relationships that facilitated the sharing of knowledge.
Although this sharing and copying of recipes is normally conceived of as an
informal and ad hoc practice, Lettice Knollys Corbett’s will furnishes some
insights into a more formal process. She bequeaths a series of books, jewelry,
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and other items such as a mirror to friends and relatives. In particular she
disposes of her recipe books and medical equipment as follows:
I doe give to my dear niece and God-daughter Katherine
Knowles all my surgeons instruments And all my bookes
of receipts Provided only that my goddaughter Lettice
Fowles have the said book in her custody if she will one
whole yeare and not longer to coppy out of them what
she will in that time And then to deliver them to my
aforesaid niece.8
Lettice particularly notes that her goddaughter should be allowed to have the
books for one year, but no longer, in order to copy out any recipes that she
wants. This type of bequest is unusual though not unique. Lady Frances
Catchmay’s recipe book contains an inscription desiring her son to allow all of
her children to be given access to the book and to copy out any recipes that
they wanted (Leong, “Collecting Knowledge” 87). This represents a more
formalized process for recipe circulation than is commonly conceived of and
demonstrates the value—sentimental, social, and economic—of these books
and the information they contained. The will also provides a tantalizing
glimpse of early modern women’s surgical practice, through her bequest of
surgical tools. It seems that both Lettice and Margaret shared a common
interest in surgery and that Lettice at least had some level of practical
experience in surgery.
Compilation
The relationship between print and manuscript documents in recipe books, as
in other forms of writing from this period such as verse miscellanies or
commonplace books, is ‘unstable’ and often collaborative.9 Recipes were
passed down orally or taught through practice before being written down.
Young women copied collections wholesale or piecemeal, creating their own
books for future use. In other cases, a scribe was hired to produce a
presentation copy of a collection. Some manuscript collections were
published, while others circulated privately for friends and family to copy
from. In times of need, individual recipes were solicited from doctors or sent
to friends. At any point during this process, manuscript recipes could become
printed, or printed recipes become manuscript.
For the reader, it is often impossible to overcome the issue of equifinality. A
recipe with similarities to a printed version, for example, might have been
copied directly from the publication, or via another manuscript belonging to
someone who had access to the publication. Alternatively, the version in the
publication may have come from a shared manuscript source.
In the case of Margaret Baker, we can see that she relied heavily on first-hand
transmission from friends and family. The largest selection consists of the
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group of medical recipes all attributed to Lettice Corbett with the inscription
“Here begins the second part of this book being 273 of madam Lettis Corbit's
receipts” (MS 2486 fol.10v). These were undoubtedly copied from a book or
collection of loose papers belonging to Lettice Corbett. The extent to which
these recipes are a curated selection of Corbett’s recipes, and the sources of
those recipes, are both unknown.
Baker claims a personal relationship with many other contributors through the
use of “my;” for example in “How to make an Exelant White Pott” by “My
Cosen Elizabeth Bury” or “For a Canker in ye mouth” by “my sister smith”
(V.a.619 fol. 103v and 126r). Even where no personal relationship is named,
the repetition of attributor’s names at different points across the three
manuscripts suggests an overall pattern of gradual acquisition of recipes from
known individuals, rather than wholesale copying from other manuscripts.
The situation with regards to published books is more difficult to understand.
In the case of the tables of apothecaries’ measures from The Method of
Physick, the similarities to the table in Wellcome 212 point to a shared source
i.e., Lettice Corbett’s recipes rather than access to the printed book itself. A
series of recipes in MS 2486 which are similar to but not identical to recipes in
A Daily Exercise for Ladies and Gentlemen may also hint at an intermediate
source. The selection of extracts from The Breviary of Health may be evidence
of Baker’s individual reading practice but it is not definitive. Ultimately, these
recipe books are assemblages and what matters is the process of compilation
itself. The active choices made by the compiler about which recipes to include,
what to exclude, and which sources to trust constitute a form of
autobiographical writing that provides a unique point of access into Early
Modern women’s lives (Richardson).
Conclusion: A life in recipes
When this project began, it was unclear whether it would be possible to
identify Margaret Baker at all, and her social status was ambiguous. Indeed,
the paucity of noble attributions in the cookbook was said to be one of the
main impediments to her identification (EMROC). In some ways the
ambiguity that was there at the beginning still remains. On the one hand,
Margaret’s father and brother were baronets, members of the landed gentry
with extensive familial connections in the gentry and the nobility. Margaret
herself was clearly well-educated, had access to a combination of printed and
manuscript recipe collections, and took a lively interest in scientific and
medical practice. Conversely, her father died impoverished in debtor’s prison
and her sisters married London merchants rather than noblemen or gentlemen.
Whilst the kind of genealogical work required to identify the compilers of
recipe collections is slow and sometimes ultimately futile, it is a necessary
step to understanding the full story of early modern recipe books. The picture
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that emerges from the Baker manuscripts adds to our understanding of the
diverse ways in which these collections were formed, conceived, and used. In
the case of Margaret Baker, the manuscripts textualize her social networks,
raising important questions about the role of recipe books in the lives of
unmarried women and about the role of single women in their households and
communities.
Finally, this article highlights the vital importance of manuscript digitization,
as well as collaborative projects such as the Perdita Database and
transcriptions run by the Early Modern Recipe Online Collective (EMROC),
in facilitating research on recipe books and their compilers. These
developments make possible the identification of a broader swathe of recipe
book compilers and contributors from different areas, classes, ages, and
situations which is essential in order to create a more complete picture of
female experience during the Early Modern period, and to enable new forms
of quantitative research. Whilst the kind of genealogical work required to
identify the authors is slow and sometimes ultimately futile, it is a necessary
step to understanding the full story of early modern recipe books and, by
extension, female experience in the past.
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Table 1: Table showing the recipe contributors in each of the four
manuscripts.
MS 2485

MS 2486

My Mother

Folger

Wellcome MS
212

My Mother
My Sister Smith

My Cousen Anne
Bury
Mrs Anne Bury
My Cosen
Elizabeth Bury
My Cousen
Quier
My Cousen
Farrow/Farrer

My Cousen Quier
My Cousen Farrow
My Cousen
Lawton/Lauton
My Aunt Corbett
Mr Ranold Corbett
My Lady Corbett
My Lady Anne
Corbett
Mris Elizabette
Corbett

My Lady Corbett
Mris Anne
Corbett

My Cousen
Lettis
Corbit/Letic
e Corbett
Mis Al
Knollys

Lettis Corbett

Probably Family

My Cusen Andrew
My Cosen Cathran
Andrew/Kathrin
Andrews
Lucey Andrew
Mris Andrews
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My Cousen
Richard Redman
John Reedman
Katharin Hinne
Mr Charlls
Wroughton
Fanne Morrise
Mrs Alice
Wilifford
Lord Ro. Rich
Lady Stafford
Lady Pulteney
Lady Paget
Mris Moore

Friends and Acquaintances?

Mris Moore/Mrs
More/Maistres
Moore ye elder
Hanna
Canfild/Hanna
Canfells/Hannah
Canfilld/Hanah
Canfell/Hana
Canfeld
Fanne Tanner
Sarrah Boyle
Mrs Tayler
Mrs Puryfoy

Mris Moore/Mris
More

Hana
Canfels/Hanna
Canfild

Sariah Boyle

Fanne Tanner
Sarah Boyle
Mris Taylor
Mris
Purifoy/Mris
Purefoy

Christaine
Purifoy/Christan
Purefoy
Mris Mary
Fonyer/Mris Mary
Foyner
Mris Harris
Mris
Smithson/Mistres
Smithson
Mrs Bennett
Mris Fanne Woode
Rebbaca
Matthews/Rebbaca
k Mathews/Rabaca
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Mathews/Rabacke
Matthews/Rabacke
Mathews/Reabacke
Mathews/Rebaca
Mathews
Mary Raine
Mris James of
Dadford
Mrs Carter
Anne Ingrum
Goody Ingrum
Mrs
Crister/Chister?
Mris Anne
Chester
Mris Annamarea
Atmore
Mrs Wegg
Mrs Coome
Elizabeth
Ristow/Riftow
Mris Homer?
Mistres Perry
Mrs Sheven?
Mrs Barker
Sara Lenoux?
Ms Williams
Mis Hall
Mris James
Mris Denis
Good Wife
Edwards
Robartt Laine
Mris Malltos
Mris Weeks
Mris Popes
Mris Percenvers?
Goodey Cotes
Elanor Herring
Mris
Cumberland
Mris Saywood
Mris
Adkines/Mris
Ackins
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Mris Ackins ye
elder/Mris
Atkins ye elder
Mrs Atkins ye
younger
Mris Luecy
Clarke
Mris Bertue
Mris Blackewall
Alice Howard
Mris Martha
Reeve
Mary Lame
Gooddey Write
Mris Booin
Mrs Lee
Hanable Robards
Mis Morrison
Mis Wray
Mis Poole
Mrs Lucson?
Eli Bucly
My Lady Innchous
Nobility, some from books

Lady Loe
Lady Croone
Lady
Northumberland
Old Lady
Montague
Sir Walter Rallye
Lady Dutches
Sir Edward
Winfield

Doctors

Dr Mathias/Dr Matt

Dr Matt
Matthew
Lucatalae/Lucat
Lucatalla/Lucatel ello
ley/Mathias
Lucantella

Deker Morten
Ould Dockter
Chamberline
Docter Leffe
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Dorncrellius
Ruffus
Dor Smith
Doctor Thomas
Docter Simons
Dr Ford
Thomas ye Butler

Other

Occupation

Sargeant
More
Nurs
Cresett/Nurse
Cresett
ye Scotch Man
A friend
ha :Samon ?

ha :Jamon ?

1

Recipe and receipt are used interchangeably in the sources.
Allen; Bayer; DiMeo and Pennell; LaRoche; Leong, “Collecting Knowledge”; Leong,
Recipes; Pennell, “Recipes and Reception”; Wall.
3
The date of MS Sloane 2486 is given incorrectly as 1670 on “The Baker Project”, the correct
date is listed on the British Library Catalogue.
4
Biographia Britannica 421–22; Baker xii–xiii; Granger 321; Martin; Wood and Bliss 146–
51.
5
Anne Glemham, Lady Dorchester, was a distant cousin of Richard Baker’s who married
Dudley Carleton, Viscount Dorchester after the death of her first husband Paul Bayning.
6
A previous version of this article incorrectly attributed this to EMROC but it was Maurer
who identified the recipe in Tymme’s 1605 translation of Du Chesne in the blog post
‘Receiving Alchemical Knowledge.’
7
Randolph’s version is transcribed in Harbury 344; a similar recipe is also listed in the
catalogue entry for the The Medicinal Recipe Book of Jane Hussey (MS909/1 in the Cadbury
Research Library at the University of Birmingham).
8
Will of Dame Lettice Corbett, Widow of Adderley, Shropshire. Katherine Knowles is Katherine
Knollys (d. 1707), daughter of Lettice’s brother William Knollys (1620-1664). The other people
mentioned have not yet been identified.
9
Field; see also K. J. Allen; Burke; Leong, “Collecting Knowledge”; Herbert; Theophano.
2
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